Tanja (25 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: Informatik

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)

Height: 1.65 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 36
Experience
I have a lot of experience as I work for 7 different promotion and hostess agencies
since over 4 years. They booked me for CONVENTIONS, MUSIC EVENTS or
CORPORATE EVENTS as well as for FAIRS, WEDDINGS, INTERNATIONAL
PRIZE-GIVINGS, VIP care, fashion store helper, SALES, photography jobs,
tastings in supermarkets, etc. I worked at the WARDROBE, ACCREDITATION, infopoint, as WAITRESS and INTERACTED WITH VISITORS and costumers. I also
worked for the PROMOTION AGENCY HSP. We went to potential costumers
directly, talked to them and explained the product. Additional to the aforementioned
jobs I also worked as a SALES AGENT in TELEPHONE SALES for fragPaul
Resment uG and in telephone costumer support. Since I already had a job as a
DOOR TO DOOR PROMOTER and team leader, I learned how to ring at peoples
... more working experience can be seen online
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Hochzeit Abtei Brauweiler
(1 day in Pulheim for Privat)
Düsseldorfer Oktoberfest 2019
(1 day in Düsseldorf for Eventbehr)
VIP Veranstaltungen
(1 day in Jülich for Eventbehr)
BioCampus / Adventure Forum
(1 day in Köln for Schmitz - Catering GmbH)
Digital Gipfel 2019
(1 day in Dortmund for trend factory marketing- & veranstaltun...)
Lagerarbeiten / Warenverarbeitung / Regalbestückung
(1 day in Oberhausen for Gries Deco Company GmbH - DEPOT)
DEPOT Kerpen
(1 day in Kerpen for Gries Deco Company GmbH - DEPOT)
Messe Hund & Pferd Dortmund
(3 Days in Dortmund for NFC21 GmbH)
Servicespromotion am 08.10.2019 in Witten
(1 day in Witten for supaEVENT GmbH)
Oktoberfest in Troisdorf-Kriegsdorf
(1 day in Troisdorf... for Privat)
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